ATM Solutions

for Financial Institutions

Banks and credit
unions put their
customers/members
first at every turn.

We do, too.

In a demanding ATM market, banks and credit unions need
a customer-centric provider. When you purchase an ATM from
Cummins Allison, you'll work with a dedicated ATM
integration team that provides a consistent, timely
implementation experience at the customer site. This
approach differentiates us from many providers.

Service like service should be – extraordinary
Service is the hallmark of our business. Led by experts
with many years in the industry, our dedicated ATM business
unit reacts quickly to your needs and gets your new ATMs up and
running quickly. Personalized training is provided at no additional
cost to ensure that your employees feel comfortable working
with our ATMs.
And, to keep your ATMs up and running, we back our portfolio
with fast, reliable, comprehensive service. Cummins Allison
has 43 local offices and more than 480 highly-trained service
professionals in its extensive direct-distribution network. When
your equipment needs attention, we stand ready and able to get
the work done right on the first call.

Why choose Cummins Allison?
Privately held for more than 127 years, Cummins Allison has
earned a stellar reputation for its commitment to providing
complete customer satisfaction. Our nationwide network
of highly-skilled and knowledgeable sales and service
professionals have helped thousands of FIs make
the most of their resources. As the market leader in
currency, coin and deposit processing solutions, we can
help you improve efficiency, reduce cost and streamline
your branch operations.

“Cummins Allison made our business
its first priority. Their consultative
approach took into account our current
and future needs to ensure we were
implementing the best solution to meet
our needs today, and into the future.”
Gail Burnam, senior vice president
RiverHills Bank

A complete portfolio of
secure and reliable ATMs
Reliable performance, easy to operate, improved
customer service and affordability
The role of the ATM is growing in today’s evolving banking
landscape. That’s especially true for small to mid-size banks and
credit unions as you consider branch transformation in preparation
for the high-tech banking future. We offer a full-line of ATM
solutions that have the right balance of features and capabilities,
with a robust roadmap for ongoing development.
Cummins Allison ATMs meet all your customer service,
operational and regulatory needs. All models are ADA and PCI
compliant and are EMV-ready. Equally important, they offer
exceptional affordability to help you meet your present and future
budget goals.
From free-standing lobby unit to
island drive-up, from cash dispense
to automated deposit, we have the
ATMs you need at a price you
can afford.

“The personal attention received was
excellent. Our ATM was up and running
on schedule and I knew exactly what
was going on every step of the way.
The product I received is exactly what
I expected.”
Josephine Savino, chief executive officer
Healthcare Financial Federal Credit Union

Cash and Automated
Deposit ATMs
H48ND Island Drive-up
Extend your banking channels
with the H48ND. Highly secure,
easy-to-use large color display
and entirely self-contained, this
island--style ATM excels as an
automated branch in your
drive-through lanes.
The H48ND offers an automated deposit module option for
accepting cash and checks in a single slot on the machine.
Customers/members complete their transactions twice as fast as
traditional deposits, when and where they want. Buy what you need
today and upgrade with new features as you need them.

H34N Series
Provide choice and convenience
to patrons with the H34N series
in walk-up, drive-up or lobby
options. Capabilities include
cash withdrawals and a choice
between envelope deposit or
automated deposit options.
Take advantage of a wide range
of powerful, value-added services and a modular design that
facilitates future upgrades (availability may depend on the host
processor). Stores up to 12,000 notes in up to 4 cassettes. Fast,
reliable deposit transactions and secure 24/7 service where
customers/members need it.

Simplify the process of depositing
and processing cash and checks
via your ATM
Providing different ways to deposit cash
and checks is an asset for both customers,
members and branch personnel. The
Cummins Allison Automated Deposit Module
(ADM) is available on the H48 and H34
series. ADM benefits include:
• Improve customer/member service and
reduce cost: Migrate deposit processing
away from teller line, while driving cost out
of branch operations.
• Simplify deposit process: Single
receptacle accepts up to 100 bills or 50
checks at one time, the largest capacity
in the industry.
• User-friendly interface: Leads customers/
members through the entire transaction,
providing instant verification of their
deposit. Customers/members leave with a
receipt displaying images of the checks and
a detailed count of the cash deposited.

Cash Dispense ATMs
H22N Series

E300L

Small-footprint dispense-only models for
walk up, drive-up and lobby applications
let you round out your ATM channel
strategy. The H22N series delivers
high-performance bundle-cash
dispensing, solid security and maximum
availability in a variety of limited-space
environments. Attractive, affordable,
reliable and easy-to-use machines enable
fast, convenient transactions.

Achieve high visibility for
your brand with low cost of
ownership. The E300L gives
you the flexibility to extend
your ATM channel beyond the
branch. It’s attractive, slim-line
design is easy to install and
allows for cash-dispensing in a multitude of spaces. Storing up to
6,000 notes in up to 3 cassettes, the E300L is a great option for
virtually any lobby environment.

“If you have an ATM
that’s having issues, it’s
worth looking into the
Cummins Allison product
for the price and
maintenance contract.
It’s phenomenal.”
• Reliable high-quality equipment
• World-class service and support
• Efficient installation process
• Local presence you can count on
• Managed and professional services

Lisa Vick, vice president
of operations
Citizens First State Bank

ATMs for branch
and off-premise
locations
E300L

H22N

H34N

H48ND

Display

10.4”

15”

15”

15”

Dispenser type

Spray

Bundle-cash

Bundle-cash

Bundle-cash

Up to 3

Up to 4

Up to 4

Up to 4

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

2,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

Envelope deposit

No

No

Yes

Yes

Automated deposit

No

No

Yes

Yes

Number of notes

N/A

N/A

100

100

Storage capacity of notes

N/A

N/A

2,000

2,000

Number of checks

N/A

N/A

50

50

Storage capacity of checks

N/A

N/A

2,000

2,000

Through-the-wall

No

Yes

Yes

No

Lobby

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Walk-up

No

Yes

Yes

No

Drive-up

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cassettes
Cash dispense
Cash per curency cassette

To see the full list of specifications for each ATM, please refer to its individual brochure, look for us online, or ask your local representative.

Our customer-driven business philosophy and
high-quality, value-priced ATMs are a good
reason to take a look at Cummins Allison.
Learn more at cumminsallison.com/atm
852 Feehanville Drive
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056
800 786 5528
cumminsallison.com
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Generations of Vision and Excellence
Cummins Allison sets the standard for accuracy and dependability.
Cummins Allison is a global leader in developing solutions that quickly and efficiently count, sort and authenticate currency, checks and coin. We also offer a complete
line of full-function automated teller machines (ATMs). Our leadership in technology and product innovation spans more than 125 years. Cummins Allison serves the
majority of financial institutions worldwide, as well as leading organizations in retail, gaming, law enforcement and government. Ninety-seven percent of our customers
would recommend our products and services.
The company holds more than 350 patents and invests double the industry average in R&D. Our world-class sales and service network includes hundreds of local
representatives in more than 50 offices in North America, wholly-owned subsidiaries in Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Ireland and Australia and is
represented in more than 70 countries around the world.
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